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“A rich allegory for a nation torn between its past and future.”
—Observer (UK)
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“[A] warm, wise fable of uncertainty.”
—Total Film

“This is a beautifully judged picture.”
—ScreenDaily

“A symbol of hope, grace and majesty;
without a doubt, Pema Tseden
has produced an artistic and
political masterpiece.”
—The Huffington Post

“Tseden dramatizes the perils of
modernity in the simplest of ways.”
—Slant Magazine

High in the desolate, windswept mountains of Tibet lives a shepherd
named Tharlo. He tends his sheep and rides his motorcycle, passing
his days in familiar and traditional routines far from the city lights. But
when Tharlo travels to the city for an ID card photo and meets Yangtso,
a modern young hairdresser, his monastic life will forever change.
Leading Tibetan auteur Pema Tseden (THE SEARCH, OLD DOG) first
wrote Tharlo’s story as a novella. In adapting his spare and poignant
short story for the screen, Tseden is at the height of his directorial
powers, using just 84 meticulously composed shots to channel
Tharlo’s world into gorgeous vistas of black-and-white. Popular actor
Shide Nyima makes his dramatic debut with a defining performance
as the title character, a role that Tseden wrote with him in mind; he is
beautifully matched by Yangshik Tso as the object of Tharlo’s uneasy
desire. An award-winning, film festival and critical favorite, THARLO
brings its characters and their world to edgy, explosive life.

• Special edition six-panel digipack!
• Booklet with Pema Tseden’s
novella “Tharlo”
• Q&A with Pema Tesden at the
Museum of Modern Art
• World Premiere, Venice Film Festival
• Best Adapted Screenplay, 2015 Taipei
Golden Horse Film Festival
• Written and directed by Pema
Tseden, Tibetan cinema’s leading
filmmaker and the first director in
China to film his movies entirely
in the Tibetan language
THARLO

A film by Pema Tseden • From the dGenerate Films Collection

2015 • 123 min • B&W • in Tibetan w/English subtitles • Not Rated

UPC # 8-54565-00196-1 • SRP: $29.98
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